Weather station
The uSee Remote monitoring system is a
revolutionary cloud based remote camera and data
solution.
The uSee weather station is a solar powered
unit that measure the following environmental
variables: Temperature, rainfall, wind speed, wind
direction, humidity, dew point and pressure.
The measurements are immediately uploaded to
the uSee cloud using the mobile phone network, or
using satellite when no coverage is available. The
measurements can be reviewed using the uSee
website or app. Notifications are available via
Email, and SMS to let you know if any
measurements are above or below pre-set limits
(for example if the temperature drops below zero).
Supplied with your weather station is all the
mounting hardware you need to mount your uSee
weather statio on a post. Several other add-ons
are also available.

www.usee.com

Applications include


Tanks



Irrigation systems



Dams



Turkey nests

“

uSee’s remote monitoring devices are an essential tool for our enterprise. It has saved us a fortune in
time and allowed us to pick up any potential water
problems well before they become one. With every farm
growing in scale these days this is the only way
you can truly know what's going on all the
time! - Jock Graham, Coolac

”

1300 485 629

Weather Station
Specifications
NextG weather station

Satellite weather station

Standard measurements

Temperature, pressure, wind speed, wind direction, rainfall, humidity and dew
point.

Battery

6V 4.5aH SLA

12V 12aH SLA

Solar Panel

10w Monocrystalline

10w Monocrystalline

Standard Antenna

6dBi omnidirectional

N/A

Warranty

One year return to base

One year return to base

Supplied mounting hardware

3 x 50mm (2”) clamps

3 x 50mm (2”) clamps

Standard configuration

1 x uSee NextG weather station
1 x Solar panel
1 x Battery

1 x uSee Satellite weather station
1 x Solar panel
1 x Battery

Contact information
Available options
Soil temperature
Water level
Water conductivity

Phone

1300 485 629

Email

info@usee.com.au

Postal Address

632 Olga Downs Road
Richmond, QLD, 4822

Website

www.usee.com
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